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The growth and magnetism of nanosize Fe clusters on Pt and other metal surfaces are investigated.
Fe clusters have been fabricated directly on the substrates by buffer layer assisted growth under
ultrahigh vacuum conditions. The mean cluster diameter and the average cluster spacing were
controlled by the Fe coverage and the buffer layer thickness. The enhanced magnetic anisotropy of
such clusters of diameters between 0.5 and 10 nm with respect to bulk is discussed. Interface
anisotropy contributions are compared with direct dipolar cluster-cluster interaction and indirect
interactions mediated by the substrate, including preasymptotic ferromagnetic interaction. It is
found that this preasymptotic exchange is rather strong in exchange-enhanced substrates, such as Pt,
but it decreases rapidly with increasing distance between clusters and becomes negligible for the
experimental cluster spacings in this work. Except for clusters that nearly touch each other, the
leading interaction contributions are RKKY-type exchange and magnetostatic dipole interactions.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2828594
I. INTRODUCTION
Clusters and dots of iron-series transition metals depos-
ited on surfaces such as Pt and Ag are of potential interest for
various applications, including ultrahigh-density magnetic
recording. The advantage of Pt as substrate material is in its
large spin-orbit coupling, which is a potential source of mag-
netic anisotropy for 3d element adstructures.1–3 The focus of
this work is on how the net interaction between the dots or
clusters depends on dot size and separation. Strong exchange
interactions are undesired in magnetic recording, because
they may yield interaction domains and reduce the areal den-
sity. The interaction of magnetic moments through “simple”
metals such as Cu is fairly well described as Ruderman-
Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida RKKY-type oscillations Jd
cos2kFd /d3, and it has been shown that these oscillations
increase rather than decrease with increasing cluster size.4 In
strongly exchange-enhanced Pauli paramagnets, such as Pd
and Pt, the RKKY oscillations are only one consideration.
These magnets are close to the onset of ferromagnetism
Stoner criterion, and the corresponding exchange enhance-
ment modifies the wave-vector dependent susceptibility k,
which is of the RKKY type for free electrons.5,6 One conse-
quence is a pronounced exponentially decaying preasymp-
totic contribution to the exchange coupling.7 The preasymp-
totic contribution is ferromagnetic and quite strong, although
the RKKY oscillations continue to determine the interaction
at long distances. At which cluster spacing does the preas-
ymptotic behavior become important, especially compared to
the involved thermal and magnetostatic energies?
II. FE CLUSTERS ON PT AND AG
The clusters in this work have been produced by buffer
layer assisted growth BLAG.8,9 This method includes the
adsorption of a noble gas buffer layer, such as Xe, on the
crystalline substrate surface at temperatures below 50 K, the
deposition of the cluster material on the Xe by molecular
beam epitaxy MBE, and, finally, the desorption of the Xe
layer by raising the substrate temperature above 100 K. The
clusters form directly on the Xe layer due to high mobility of
the atomic species and low surface energy of Xe which pre-
vents wetting, and grow in size during Xe desorption.
The cluster size and areal density are controlled during
BLAG by two parameters, which are the thickness of the Xe
buffer layer and the coverage of the cluster material. Ex-
amples of Fe clusters formed by BLAG on a crystalline Pt
and Ag substrates are shown in the scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy STM images in Fig. 1. The smallest clusters, of
less than 2 nm diameter, can be formed with 0.05 ML
monolayers Fe and 2 ML Xe a. For the images b–d, 2
ML Fe and buffer layers of varied thickness between 5 and
45 ML have been used. Clearly, higher Xe layer thickness or
higher Fe coverage results in larger clusters. Also, the cluster
density can be controlled via both the Fe and Xe coverage,
and as a tendency, we find that higher cluster density is
achieved with thinner Xe layers and comparatively large Fe
coverage see Fig. 1b. The clusters have flattened hemi-aElectronic mail: axel@unl.edu.
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spherical shape after making contact with the surface and
their diameter increases from 1.50.7 to 9.97.6 nm, from
a to d. Since STM tends to overestimate the cluster size
due to well-known tip convolution effects, the quoted cluster
sizes are an upper limit.
For all shown clusters the magnetic anisotropy energy
was found to be significantly enhanced with respect to bulk
Fe.10,11 Similar experiments with Co clusters formed of 0.05
ML Co with 5 ML Xe even showed magnetic anisotropy
values as high as 0.9 meV/atom.12 Such high anisotropy is
the result of the large Fe–Pt interface anisotropy caused by
the hybridization of iron-series 3d and heavy-transition-
metal 4d /5d electrons. However, the question arises how and
to what extent cluster-cluster interactions, mediated by the
substrate, can contribute to the overall magnetic behavior.
III. PREASYMPTOTIC COUPLING
It is well known that conduction electrons in simple met-
als yield a RKKY interaction between magnetic impurities,5
and the same mechanism is realized between nanoscale units
such as clusters.4,13 However, a different situation is encoun-
tered in exchange-enhanced Pauli paramagnets, such as Pt
and Pd. These metals are close to the onset of ferromag-
netism, which translates into an extra exchange contribution.
The starting point of the calculation is the wave-vector
dependent susceptibility,
k =
ok
1 − Uok/2oB
2 , 1
where ok is the noninteracting or Pauli susceptibility and
the Stoner parameter U or I describes the Coulomb inter-
action of the electrons.6 Note that Eq. 1 is essentially the
Stoner criterion for the onset of ferromagnetism, and the
Stoner-enhancement factor can also be written as 1 / 1
−DU, where D is the density of states DOS at the Fermi
level. The susceptibility ok describes the increase of the
free electrons’ kinetic energy due to inhomogenities of wave
vector k,6,14
ok = h1 − k2/12kF
2 + Ok2 . 2
The higher-order terms in this equation exhibit a complicated
behavior with a singularity at k=2kF, which is the origin of
the RKKY oscillations.5,6 Restricting the consideration to
susceptibility terms quadratic in k yields, by Fourier trans-
formation, an exponential decay with a decay length 1 /.
This is physically meaningful only if the quadratic term is
very large, but analysis of Eq. 1 reveals that the Stoner-
enhancement factor 1 / 1−UD enlarges both the range 1 /
and the magnitude of the exponential term. The range of the
preasymptotic decay scales as 1 / 1−UD1/2. For Cu, Ag, Pd,
and Pt, the theoretical values are 0.27, 0.43, 0.93, and
0.57 Å, respectively. The decay is also accessible by
experiment,7 and experimental values are of order 2 Å for
Pd.
In the following, we neglect surface states, that is, elec-
trons captured by and traveling along the surface, and ap-
proximate the geometry by the semi-infinite problem out-
lined in Fig. 2. Compared to infinite or bulk geometry, the
volume of the spin-polarization cloud is halved, and the
same is true for the net exchange interaction, because the
interaction energy has the character of a volume integral over
the space between the embedded particles.
The starting point of the calculation is the energy
density,14,15
 =
1
48kF
2D
m2 +
1
4 1D − Um2, 3
where D is the Pt or Pd density of states at the Fermi level
and U or I is the Stoner parameter. Minimization of Eq. 3
yields the Yukawa-type equation 2m+2m=0, which has
the well-known spherical solution msr=c exp−r /4r.
Here, r is the distance from the center of the cluster. Taking
into account that the magnetization at the cluster surface is
equal to that of iron, mR=mo, and that the moment of the
Fe particle, o , =4R3mo /3, we obtain by integration over
4r2dr the moment
FIG. 1. Color online STM images of Fe clusters fabricated with buffer layer assisted growth. a 0.05 ML Fe on Ag111 using 2 ML Xe, b–d 2 ML
Fe on Pt997 using Xe buffer layers of 5, 18, and 45 ML thicknesses Ref. 11.
FIG. 2. Geometry of Fe particles embedded in Pt: a infinite bulk and b
semi-infinite surface. c Coupling between two clusters on a Pt surface
schematic.
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 = 3o
1 + R
2R2
4
of the polarization cloud. Taking a single Co atom of mo-
ment o=1.73B and radius R=1.24 Å, we obtain theoreti-
cal polarization-cloud predictions of 3.5B for Pt and 7.3B
for Pt. Moments of this order of magnitude are indeed ob-
served, for example, in dilute alloys.16 For Cu, the corre-
sponding moment is 1.4B, although 3d atoms often loose
their moment in simple metallic hosts, which is not taken
into account by Eq. 4.
The exchange is obtained by setting mr
msr-R1msr-R2 into Eq. 3 and evaluating the in-
tegral E=	m dV. Here, the sign corresponds to ferro-
magnetic  and antiferromagnetic  exchange, and J=
−E+−E−. The calculation requires careful bookkeeping, in-
cluding the boundary condition mr=mo at the cluster-
matrix interface, and yields, in lowest order,
J =
Jo
2
R2
Rat
2 exp− L . 5
This equation, where Jo is an atomic exchange constant of
the order of Jo /kB=200 K, is valid for large distances. Tak-
ing R=1 nm and L=3 nm yields an effective interaction of
about 5 mK, corresponding to an interaction field of the or-
der of 15 mikrotesla. By comparison, magnetostatic interac-
tion fields between are typically of the order of a few mil-
litesla.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Equation 5 shows that the exchange increases quadrati-
cally with the radius R of the clusters but is rapidly out-
weighed by the exponential term. This is different from the
RKKY interaction between nanoparticles,4 which exhibits a
power-law dependence on the particle or cluster separation.
The oscillating RKKY tail dominates for well-separated par-
ticles, although J may be positive or negative. For Pd thin
films, the transition from exponential to power-law behavior
occurs at about 10–12 monolayers,7 and a similar transition
is expected for the clusters considered here.
A striking feature of the interaction, Eq. 5, is its rela-
tive smallness. Compared to magnetostatic dipole interac-
tions and RKKY interactions, it can safely be ignored for
well-separated particles. In the limit of clusters that nearly
touch each other, the functional dependence is different from
Eq. 5, and the net effect is usually stronger, as analyzed for
magnetic particles in a bulk matrix.17 Near-contact interac-
tions are actually observed in some of our samples, where
they improve the hysteresis-loop squareness.11 Note that the
net RKKY interactions decay more rapidly than dipole inter-
actions and are a small though not necessarily negligible
correction for particles larger than about 1 nm.4
In conclusion, we have investigated the exchange cou-
pling through exchange-enhanced paramagnetic substrates.
Progress in the fabrication of magnetic nanostructures makes
it possible to deposit magnetic clusters with adjustable clus-
ter sizes and separations, as shown in Fig. 1. Our results thus
direct ways to control the magnetism of small clusters with
the substrate. For cluster sizes and separations exceeding
about 1 nm, intercluster interactions have weak to moderate
strengths. In decreasing order, these interactions are magne-
tostatic dipole interactions, RKKY interactions through the
substrate, and exponentially decaying preasymptotic interac-
tions through the substrate.
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